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Scope (see Annex)
1 This Fire Safety Guideline defines more precisely the provisions of the Fire Safety Codes.
They set out the requirements regarding fire control systems as well as their design,
construction, monitoring and maintenance. They also set out how to ensure the operational
readiness of fire control systems.
2 Buildings and facilities which only have single activation systems are not covered by these
Fire Safety Guidelines.

Objective and purpose
1 The objective of fire control systems is to ensure that fire protection systems and
components adopt a safe function and/or position in the event of a fire in order for the safety
and protection goals to be achieved. This must be guaranteed for the necessary timeframe.
2 Fire safety is increasingly being achieved through performance-based design concepts.
Such design concepts can usually be executed only by implementing extensive technical fire
safety measures. The safety and protection goals cannot be achieved without the coordinated
interaction of structural and technical fire safety measures. Fire control systems enable this
coordinated interaction to take place.
3 A number of different disciplines are involved in the design, implementation and
maintenance of fire control systems, which in turn leads to a large number of interfaces. The
various different areas of responsibility as well as overall responsibility therefore need to be
clearly defined. An interdisciplinary approach involving a high level of detail and consistent
and continuous documentation are absolutely essential for ensuring smooth interfaces.

Principles
1 Fire control systems comprise all elements from detection through to the fire protection
system and components (including their interfaces, transmission routes and sequence
controls).
2 Fire control systems must be designed, constructed, documented, tested and maintained
based on the design of fire safety, operation, usage and evacuation concepts so as to ensure
that they are operational at all times.
3 It must be possible for fire control systems to be activated both automatically and manually.
It must be possible for such activations to function independently of each other (except in the
case of the “Collective activation with fail-safe” category).
4 Fire control systems are divided into the following sub-sections:
a Fire detection systems;
b Transmission routes for automatic activations;
c Fire protection systems and components (including their sequence controls);
d Control panels for manual activations;
e Transmission routes for manual activations.

4
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5 Fire control systems are divided into the following categories (see table in section 5.1):
̶

Collective activation with fail-safe; ()
̶

Collective activation without fail-safe; ()
̶

Selective activation ().

6 The necessary category is determined based on the fire protection systems and
components used as well as their safety and protection goals, design goals and performance
criteria.
7 The requirements apply according to the necessary category and within the system
boundaries of the fire control systems (see section 3, point 4, sub-points a to e).

Necessity
Fire control systems must be provided in buildings and facilities with fire detection systems
and/or sprinkler systems which activate fire protection systems and components.

5
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Requirements
5.1

Fire control system categories (see Annex)
Fire control system category 1) 2)

Simple and uncomplex buildings with
few fire protection systems and
components (e.g. HVAC systems,
controlled fire doors/gates, lift systems
and escalators)
Smoke and heat exhaust ventilation
systems
which
are
operated
independently for each zone (singlezone systems)
Mechanical smoke and heat exhaust
ventilation system (MSHEVS) for
several zones. Air supply and/or
smoke extraction is/are provided for
several zones via shared shafts
and/or shared openings (multi-zone
systems)
Pressure differential system (PDS)

Collective activation
with fail-safe 3) 

Collective activation
without fail-safe 

Selective activation













not allowed

not allowed



not allowed

not allowed





 Standard /  Alternative solution
1) If fire protection systems and components with selective activations are required in the building, the requirements for the
“Selective activation” category must be met for all fire control systems.
2) The mixing of categories within the system boundaries is not permitted as traceability over the life cycle of buildings and
facilities is virtually impossible.
3) The “Collective activation with fail-safe” category should be used only if the owners and users approve the resulting operational
restrictions (activation of all fire control systems in the event that the fire detection and fire alarm control unit is disconnected).
If networked control units of the fire detection systems with cross-control unit activations are used, this category is not
permitted.

NB: The relevant requirements for the necessary category are hereinafter identified using the
symbols (  ) set out in the table.

5.2

General   

1 Fire control systems must be in accordance with the state of the art and be sourced,
assessed, implemented and maintained so as to ensure that they are effective and operational
at all times.
2 Fire control systems must have both automatic activation and manual activation. The
manual activation must be created independently of the fire detection systems and of control
panels for fire protection systems and components (e.g. for smoke and heat exhaust
ventilation systems). An exception is made for the “Collective activation with fail-safe” category
. No independent manual activation is required for this category.
3 The automatic activation, the manual activation and the transmission routes to the fire
protection systems and components must not be electrically interlocked.
4 The transmissions routes for the automatic and manual activation must have reactionless
connections (potential-free contacts). Where software-based systems are used for these
transmission routes, connections which are reactionless on both sides (input side and output
side) are required.
5 Where software-based systems are used, equivalence with regard to the requirements set
out in these guidelines must be demonstrated.
6
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6 Software-based systems must be connected to the secondary power supply or have their
own independent power supply (e.g. battery). The independent power supply must be
sufficient to run the software-based systems for a period equal to the installed fire detection
system.
7 Where fibre-optic cables are used for transmission routes, evidence of equivalence with
regard to the specified requirements regarding transmission routes must be provided prior to
the start of any implementation work.
8 The use of wireless connections (e.g. Wi-Fi or WLAN) for transmission routes is not
permitted. An exception is made for special applications of fire detection systems (wireless
detectors).
9 Remote access may be set up only with the approval of the owners/users. The
owners/users must be informed of the requirements and risks in advance by the installer of
the relevant system.
10 All transmission routes (e.g. for actuators and sensors) of all sub-sections of the fire control
systems must be monitored for interruptions and short circuits. Faults must be flagged as
individual or collective faults on site and be forwarded to a permanently occupied reception
centre. An exception is made for all fire protection systems and components (e.g. doors, gates
and fire dampers) which, in the event of an interruption to the transmission route, automatically
(mechanically) adopt the safe function and/or position specified for the case of fire.
11 Fire protection systems and components which, in the event of an interruption to the energy
supply, do not automatically adopt the safe function and/or position specified for the case of
fire must have voltage monitoring. The interruption must be flagged as a collective fault on site
and be forwarded to a permanently occupied reception centre.

5.3

Fire detection systems   
1 Fire detection and fire alarm systems must be designed,
installed and maintained by a specialised company with ACFIapproval. (Fire Safety Code 20-15 “Fire Detection and Fire Alarm
Systems”, section 3.8.1, point 3)
2 Only elements of a fire detection and fire alarm system for which
a declaration of performance or ACFI Technical Information exists
may be used. (Fire Safety Code 20-15 “Fire Detection and Fire
Alarm Systems”, section 3.8.1, point 5)

3 The ACFI-approved specifications (see “Other provisions”,
section 6, Fire Safety Code 20-15 "Fire Detection and Fire Alarm
Systems”) apply for the detailed requirements regarding the
design, installation, operation and maintenance of fire detection and fire alarm systems.
4 All elements and transmission routes of the fire detection and fire alarm system must be
installed within the monitoring range. Where transmission routes are installed outside of the
monitoring range or in exempted areas, they must be implemented with functional integrity
in line with the fire resistance of the load-bearing structure of buildings and facilities but at
least E30.
5 For the “Selective activation” category, the transmission routes must be implemented as
a loop and all elements must be equipped with a line separation function.
6 Transmission routes in spaces above suspended ceilings with a height of less than 0.15
m (measured from the lower edge of the suspended ceiling to the lower edge of the raw
ceiling) and underneath raised floors with a height of less than 0.20 m (measured from the
upper edge of the raised floor to the upper edge of the raw floor) do not need functional
integrity if they are located in a monitored room.
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7 Intermediate distribution frames and output contacts must fundamentally be positioned in a
separate room set up with the same fire resistance as the usage-based fire compartmentation,
however at least fire resistance EI30. This room can house other safety devices, extra-lowvoltage equipment, low-voltage equipment and telecommunications devices.
8 Where fire control systems are activated via networked control units, a document must be
drawn up stating which output contacts are activated via which control units. The safety
measures (e.g. manual activation) in the event of the failure of individual control units must
also be documented and the owners and users must be appropriately briefed and instructed
by the system installer.
9 The fire control systems and the internal alarm are activated as a matter of principle as
soon as there is a detection (alarm 1). The external alarm is triggered in the “Absent” operating
mode as soon as there is a detection, and in the “Present” operating mode at the end of the
delay times (alarm 2).
10 The locations of fire detection and fire alarm control units must fulfil the requirements of the
Fire Safety Code “Fire Detection and Fire Alarm Systems”.
11 The fire detection and fire alarm control unit must be permanently labelled with the fire
control system category used.

5.4

Transmission routes for automatic activation   
Where, in the event of an interruption to the transmission route, the
fire protection system and components automatically adopt the
safe function and/or position specified for the case of fire, there is
no need for this transmission route to provide functional integrity.
Otherwise, it must be implemented with functional integrity in line
with the fire resistance of the load-bearing structure of buildings
and facilities but at least E30.
1 The building management system (BMS) must not be used as a
transmission route for automatic activation. Status requests are
permitted provided that their execution is reactionless.

5.5

Fire protection systems and components   

5.5.1

General
1 When setting out the requirements regarding the cabling of the
relevant sequence control, the individual controlled element and
the overall function of the fire protection system and components
and/or the interaction of all fire safety installations, systems and
components must be taken into consideration. As such, in each
case, the requirements regarding the power lines and the control
lines and/or communication lines must be defined.

2 Locations for control cabinets must fulfil the requirements as set
out in section 3.3.3 of the Fire Safety Code 17-15 “Signage
Identifying Escape Routes and Requirements regarding
Emergency Lighting and Secondary Power Supply”. An exception
is made for control cabinets of fire protection systems and components which, in the event of
a fire, adopt a safe position or are taken out of service (e.g. fire doors, escalators and HVAC
systems).

8
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3 All elements which are required for the reliable operation of the fire protection system and
components must be activated as a sequence control via the control cabinet of the
corresponding system.
4 Where, in the event of an interruption to the transmission route, the controlled element
automatically adopts the safe function and/or position specified for the case of fire, there is no
need for this transmission route to provide functional integrity. Otherwise, it must be
implemented with functional integrity for the specified operating time of the fire protection
system and components but at least E30.
5 In the case of controlled elements which are connected via an apparatus cable (e.g.
damper actuators), functional integrity must be ensured right up to the connection point
(junction box) of the element’s apparatus cable (max. radius of 5 m from element). The
apparatus cable and the junction box do not need to provide functional integrity that they are
located in the same fire compartment as the controlled element.
6 In the case of controlled elements with motors which need to function during the specified
operating time (e.g. smoke extraction fans, booster pumps, motors of firefighter lifts), the
transmission route must provide functional integrity right up to the motor’s connection
terminals.
Where the transmission route between the control cabinet and the controlled element is
located in the same fire compartment, there is no need for functional integrity.
7 Motor protection switches must not have any negative impact on the normal operation (case
of fire) of fire protection systems and components. The motor protection switch must be
bypassed by the automatic and manual activation, and it must be possible to disconnect the
fire protection system and components only manually.
8 All elements required for the normal operation of fire protection systems and components
(e.g. fans, dampers, drives, isolator switches, frequency converters and automation
equipment) must be monitored for faults and disconnections. These must be automatically
flagged as individual or collective faults per system on site and be forwarded to a
permanently occupied reception centre.
9 At the request of the owners, fire protection systems and components must be equipped
with the operational capability to carry out functional tests.
10 In the case of fire protection systems and components which must have a control panel
for emergency personnel for use in the event of an incident, the locations of and
requirements regarding the control panel must be determined in consultation with the fire
safety authority.
5.5.2

Mechanical smoke and heat exhaust ventilation systems and pressure differential
systems

1 Mechanical smoke and heat exhaust ventilation systems and pressure differential systems
must be implemented as independent, stand-alone systems, both in terms of HVAC and in
terms of signal / software control and energy supply.
2 Measurement lines for measuring differential pressure must be implemented in RF1 (e.g.
copper tubes).
3 Where the transmission route is used both for control or communication and for the energy
supply (e.g. damper actuators), the status of the controlled element (e.g. window casement as
air vent opening) must be monitored and signalized. The functioning of the controlled element
must be checked by means of regular functional checks or automatic self-tests.
4 The control systems of mechanical smoke and heat exhaust ventilation systems and
pressure differential systems should be implemented ensuring that periodic automatic selftests are carried out across the entire system. These must be automatically logged in
reports. Error messages must be sent automatically to the individuals responsible.
9
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Alternatively, the owners and users must be given the operational capability to carry out a
functional test for the individual controlled elements.
5 The control panel for these systems must feature the switch positions (AUTO, ON, OFF)
with status and collective fault display and be protected against unauthorised access.
Furthermore, the control panel must feature a quick reference guide with a site plan and be
clearly and permanently labelled.

5.6

Control panel for manual activation  
1 In the event of the failure or disconnection of the fire detection
and fire alarm control unit or individual detectors, detector groups
or detector lines, it must be possible to trigger the fire control
systems manually.
2 In the case of the “Collective activation without fail-safe”
category, all fire protection systems and components in buildings
and facilities are manually activated simultaneously.

3 In the case of the “Selective activation” category, manual
activation must fundamentally be consistent with the automatic
activation scenarios. Provided that achievement of the safety and
protection goals is ensured with manual activation, the scenarios
can, if necessary, be summarised.
4 The control panel for manual activation of the fire control systems must be positioned next
to at least one fire fighter access point and be protected against unauthorised access.
5 Where manual activation requires an energy supply, it must be connected to the secondary
power supply or it must have its own independent power supply (e.g. battery). The independent
power supply must be sufficient to run the software-based systems for a period equal to the
installed fire detection system.
6 The switch position (Active / Inactive) of each switching element must be visible.
7 No specific requirements are set out regarding the colour of the switching elements or the
type of contacts (usually “normally closed contacts”).
8 The use of touchscreen panels is permitted provided that they have an secondary power
supply and a self-explanatory user interface.
9 The control panels must be clearly and permanently labelled and be provided with operating
instructions.
10 In addition to this control panel, reactionless manual activation of the fire control systems
can be carried out via the control panel of the building management system (BMS).
11 Manual activation of the fire control systems must be carried out by an instructed person
(e.g. fire warden) and is not intended for emergency personnel.
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Transmission route for manual activation  
1 Where, in the event of an interruption to the transmission route,
the fire protection system and components automatically adopt the
safe function and/or position specified for the case of fire, there is
no need for this transmission route to provide functional integrity.
Otherwise, it must be implemented with functional integrity E30.
2 Software-based systems may be used as transmission routes
for manual activation. The transmission route up to the actuator
(potential-free contact) must be implemented with functional
integrity E30.

3 Control cabinets, control units, intermediate distribution frames
and output contacts must fundamentally be positioned in a
separate room set up with the same fire resistance as the usage-based fire compartmentation,
however at least fire resistance EI30. This room can house other safety devices, extra-lowvoltage equipment, low-voltage equipment and telecommunications devices.

5.8

Resetting of fire control systems   

The fire control systems can be reset automatically by resetting the fire detection systems (fire
detection and fire alarm control unit) provided that the fire protection systems and components
commence normal operations safely (protection of people and property). Otherwise, the fire
control systems must be reset locally on site.

5.9

Fault reports   

1 Fault reports must be flagged as individual or collective faults on site and be automatically
transmitted to a permanently occupied reception centre. The fault report must state in which
sub-section of the fire control systems the fault occurred.
2 The owners and users must set up a fire safety organisation appropriate for the
circumstances (e.g. areas of responsibility, processes and safety measures in the event of
faults).

5.10

Remote access   

1 Remote access for remote control of the fire detection systems and the fire protection
systems and components as well as the transmission routes with software-based systems
may be gained only once authorisation has been provided by an authorised instructed person.
The timestamp for access must be automatically recorded in an event log.
2 An instructed person must be present on site during remote access for remote control. That
person monitors operational readiness during and following completion of the work and is
responsible for the execution of the necessary safety measures.
3 Remote access for remote requests may be gained at any time without an instructed person
on site.
4 Where remote access is envisaged, the owners must be informed by the installer of the
relevant system about the risks of attacks by hackers. The execution of any and all safety
measures is the responsibility of the owners.
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Design and implementation   
6.1

General

1 The owners and users must appoint a Fire Control Systems Overall Manager. That
individual must be responsible for interface coordination and quality assurance. This person
must coordinate and oversee the design, construction and commissioning work. He/She must
also be responsible for the design, management and documentation of the integral tests.
2 Fire control systems must be coordinated in line with the design concepts regarding fire
safety, operation, usage and evacuation. The design concept regarding fire safety stipulates
which fire control system category needs to be implemented.
3 Where software-based systems (e.g. BUS controllers or PLCs) are to be used for the fire
control system, approval will be required at the request of the fire safety authority. To that
end, the fire safety authority must be provided with evidence of the operational reliability of
the chosen solution in good time prior to the start of any implementation work.
4 An adequate and binding timeframe must be scheduled and adhered to, as part of the
construction schedule, for the execution of integral tests, rectification of faults and execution
of acceptance tests by the fire safety authority.

6.2

Planning (Swiss Society of Engineers and Architects (SIA) phase 3)
(see Annex)

1 A design concept regarding the fire control systems must be drawn up in the Planning
phase. It must be created through coordinated efforts involving the relevant expert designers
under the leadership of the Fire Control Systems Overall Manager.
2 The design concept regarding the fire control systems must clearly define both the
strategy and the essential requirements. The design concept must be used by the relevant
expert designers as a basis for their planning work. It must also define the areas of
responsibility and the interfaces.
3 The design concept should be kept concise. The essential requirements for all subsections must be clearly defined so that the expert designers involved and the Fire Safety
Quality Assurance Manager are provided with the relevant quality assurance basics.
4 The design concept must be continuously checked and adapted during the subsequent
project phases in accordance with planning and execution progress.

6.3

Invitation to tender (Swiss Society of Engineers and Architects (SIA)
phase 4)

1 The individual sub-sections of the fire control systems must be planned by the relevant
expert designers on the basis of the design concept.
2 Any deviations from the design concept must be approved by the Fire Control Systems
Overall Manager.
3 In the event that bids are received which deviate from the invitation to tender they must be
checked by the relevant expert designer and may be approved only in consultation with the
Fire Control Systems Overall Manager.

6.4

Execution (Swiss Society of Engineers and Architects (SIA) phase 5)

1 Correct implementation of the systems and installations in accordance with the
requirements of the design concept regarding the fire control systems must be checked by
the relevant expert designer.

12
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2 In the event that deviations from the defined requirements are identified, the relevant
expert designer must check whether equivalence with regard to the design concept
regarding the fire control systems is ensured. The Fire Control Systems Overall Manager
must decide on the issue of equivalence.
3 All sub-sections of the fire control system must be documented.
6.4.1

Individual tests

1 The completed systems must be commissioned by the system installer and any
necessary adjustments must be made. The system installer must draw up a completion
report (e.g. installation certificate and/or test log) for the attention of the relevant specialist
engineer.
2 Once the systems and installations have been completed, the relevant specialist engineer
must be responsible for the execution of the preliminary acceptance inspection of the
relevant sub-section of the fire control systems. The outcome of the preliminary acceptance
inspection must be logged.
3 The specialist engineer must be responsible for the rectification of faults as well as the
execution of follow-up checks.
6.4.2

Integral tests

1 Fire control systems must be checked and tested once all sub-sections have been
completed. Correct functioning and operational readiness must be checked by means of
integral tests. These tests must be based on the documentation regarding the fire control
systems. The integral tests must be logged.
2 The Fire Control Systems Overall Manager must be responsible for the rectification of
faults as well as the execution of follow-up checks.
3 The owners and users’ System Managers should be present for and involved in the
integral tests.
4 Integral tests should not be carried out until the following conditions have been met:
a All fire detection systems have been completed and the individual tests have been
successfully carried out and logged;
b All fire protection systems and components have been completed and the individual tests
have been successfully carried out and logged;
c The transmission routes for automatic activation have been completed and successfully
tested and logged;
d Manual activation and its transmission routes have been completed and successfully
tested and logged;
e The secondary power supply has been completed and is ready for operation;
f

Buildings and facilities have been completed to the extent that the integral tests can be
carried out under the same conditions as those which will subsequently prevail during
operations.

5 The integral tests must be carried out for all activation zones via both automatic and
manual activation.
6 Blackout tests (disconnection from the grid that provides the normal power supply) must
be carried out as part of the integral tests. The normal functioning of the fire control systems
must be guaranteed during any loss of the normal power supply.
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Operational readiness and maintenance (Swiss Society of Engineers
and Architects (SIA) phase 6)   
7.1

General

1 The owners and users are responsible for ensuring that the fire control systems are properly
maintained and are operational at all times.
2 Once the buildings and facilities have been completed and/or become occupied,
responsibility for ensuring that the fire control systems are operational must pass to the
owners and users.
3 Documentation (at least in draft format) regarding all sub-sections of the fire control
systems must exist when the buildings and facilities are handed over to the owners and
users.
4 The control panels of all sub-sections of the fire control systems must have a quick
reference guide and a site plan next to them.
5 Maintenance schedules must be drawn up and the intervals for the integral tests must be
defined.
6 The procedure (process flow and areas of responsibility) for temporary shutdowns and for
complete failures or failures of sub-sections of the fire control systems must be defined.
7 The fire control systems must be assessed and, where necessary, adapted in the event of
any expansions, renovations or refurbishments. Tests must be carried out and logged once
the work has been completed. The extent of the integral tests will depend on the extent and
type of the modifications. The documentation regarding the fire control systems must be
updated.
8 The assignment of the output contacts must be checked against the matrix for the fire
control systems for consistency in the event of any substantial modifications to fire detection
systems (e.g. expansions, upgrades or software releases). The functioning of the output
contacts (including the functioning of the potential-free contacts) must also be tested and
logged.
9 Functional tests must be carried out in the event of any substantial modifications to
software-based systems for automatic and manual activation as well as of fire protection
systems and components (e.g. replacement of field devices, expansions or software releases).
The extent of the tests will depend on the extent and type of the modifications.
10 All events and their causes, such as faults, disconnections, amendments to documentation,
adjustments to the fire control systems, self-monitoring checks, integral tests and maintenance
work, must be documented in the control book along with the date, time, location and individual
responsible.
11 The fire safety authority may request insight into the documentation and the control book.

7.2

Intervention work on the fire control systems

The permissions and the processes for intervention work on the fire control systems (e.g.
software releases, replacement of elements and modifications as a result of renovations) must
be defined by the owners and users. It must also be made clear which tests need to be carried
out once the work has been completed.

7.3

Visual inspections, functional checks and individual tests

The owners and users must be responsible for the execution and logging of visual inspections,
functional checks and individual tests at the specified intervals in accordance with the
14
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manufacturer’s instructions and the maintenance schedule. These inspections, checks and
tests must cover elements and systems of all sub-sections of the fire control systems.

7.4

Periodic integral tests

1 The owners and users must be responsible for continuous testing of the operational
readiness of the fire control systems. They must be responsible for the execution and
logging of periodic integral tests.
2 Periodic integral tests must be carried out at least in accordance with the following risk
groups and/or intervals:
a Risk group 1: (high risk) => interval at least every 2 years
- buildings and facilities which have smoke and heat exhaust ventilation systems with a
performance record as well as pressure differential systems;
b Risk group 2: (medium risk) => interval at least every 4 years
- establishments providing accommodation type [a] and type [b];
- buildings and facilities with smoke and heat exhaust ventilation systems without a
performance record;
c Risk group 3: (low risk) => interval at least every 6 years
- buildings and facilities which are not listed under risk groups 1 and 2.

7.5

Documentation

1 Once buildings and facilities have been completed and/or before they become occupied,
the owners and users must be provided with full documentation regarding the fire control
systems. In addition, full documentation must also be provided and kept locally on site (e.g.
next to the fire detection and fire alarm control unit).
2 The documentation regarding the fire control systems (for automatic and manual activation)
must contain at least the following files:
a Revised design concept regarding the fire control systems;
b Zone plans;
c Matrix regarding the fire control systems;
d System schematic;
e Plan of FCS elements, layouts with mapped-out elements of the fire protection systems
and components;
f

Documentation regarding automatic and manual activation;

g Documentation regarding the electrical installation for automatic and manual activation;
h Documentation regarding software and programming (including data storage device with
programming) in the event of software-based systems;
i

Manual for integral tests;

j

Testing schedule for integral tests;

k Maintenance documents and schedule for visual inspections and functional checks;
l

Processes for intervention work on the fire control systems;

m Process for temporary shutdowns and failures of the fire control systems;
n Specifications for the System Manager;
o Control book.
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System Manager

1 The owners and users must appoint a System Manager for the fire control systems as well
as a Deputy.
2 The owners and users’ System Managers must be instructed by the Fire Control Systems
Overall Manager and the relevant system installers prior to the operational management
phase. They must understand the functions of the fire control systems and be able to
operate all sub-sections of the fire control systems where necessary.
3 If the role of the System Manager or their Deputy is passed on to someone else, the owners
and users must be responsible for ensuring that he/she is properly instructed.
4 The System Manager and their Deputy must essentially be responsible for the following
tasks:
a Execution and documentation of visual inspections and functional checks;
b Updating of documentation regarding the fire control systems;
c In the event of fault reports: organisation of immediate fault rectification;
d In the event of shutdowns and failures: organisation and execution of the necessary
safety measures;
e In the event of intervention work on the fire control systems: approval of the work and
execution of the processes;
f

Organisation, execution and documentation of periodic integral tests;

g Control of the control book.

7.7

Temporary shutdowns and failures

1 In principle, fire control systems must not be shut down.
2 The relevant system installer must inform the owners and users in writing in advance of all
temporary shutowns (e.g. for maintenance and modification work). The section affected and
the duration of the shutdown must be stated. Furthermore, the owners and users must be
informed of the execution of any necessary safety measures.
3 The processes and safety measures defined by the owners and users must be taken in
accordance with the fire safety organisation in the event of all unforeseeable shutdowns (e.g.
faults or failures of sub-sections of the fire control systems).
4 Suitable safety measures must be taken for the duration of the failure of the fire control
systems. They must ensure that the safety and protection goals, which are achieved by means
of the fire control systems, are also achieved during the failure.
5 In the case of all foreseeable shutdowns, work may be commenced only after:
a the owners and users have been informed in writing;
b the intervention work has been approved by the owners and users;
c the safety measures have been taken.
6 The necessary tests must be carried out and documented once the work has been
completed.

7.8

Decommissioning and removal of fire control systems

1 The approval of the fire safety authority is required for the decommissioning and/or removal
of any fire control systems. All applications for decommissioning and/or removal must be
submitted in writing by the owners and users to the fire safety authority.
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2 An exception is made for the decommissioning and/or removal of individual fire protection
systems and components (e.g. fire doors and gates). The owners must be responsible for
ensuring that fire safety requirements in accordance with fire safety regulations are met
following any decommissioning and/or removal work.

Project assessment, tests and inspections   
8.1

Project assessment

At the request of the fire safety authority, design concepts regarding the fire control systems
must be submitted for assessment prior to the completion of any structural work and/or prior
to the start of any implementation work.

8.2

Acceptance test

1 The fire safety authority must be informed of the completion of the fire control systems prior
to occupation. At the request of the fire safety authority, the logs regarding the successfully
executed integral tests must be submitted.
2 The fire safety authority may carry out acceptance tests and spot checks.
3 The Fire Control Systems Overall Manager and/or the owners and users must remain
responsible for the correct functioning and the operational readiness of the fire control
systems.

8.3

Periodic inspections

The fire safety authority may arrange for periodic inspections to be carried out on the fire
control systems during the operational phase. Integral tests must be carried out, in consultation
with the owners and users, as part of these periodic inspections. The fire safety authority may
carry out spot checks during the integral tests.

Other provisions   
Decrees, publications and “state of the art papers”, which must be taken into consideration in
addition to these Fire Safety Guidelines, are listed in the regularly updated directory of the Fire
Safety Technical Committee (FSTC) of the Association of Cantonal Fire Insurance Companies
(ACFI) (VKF, Postfach, 3001 Bern or www.bsvonline.ch/de/vorschriften).

Validity
These Fire Safety Guidelines apply as from 01 January 2020.
Approved by the Technical Committee of the ACFI on 25 June 2019.
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Annex
Link to section

1 Scope

Definitions
Activation zones
An activation zone is a geographical sub-section of buildings and facilities for which a defined scenario
applies. The activation zones are displayed in the zone plan.
Actuators
Actuators convert electrical signals (e.g. commands from the automation equipment) into mechanical
movement and therefore actively intervene in the process. Actuators are field-level elements.
Actuators in the sense of these Fire Safety Guidelines are deemed to be elements which are
integrated in a software-based system. These elements switch and activate potential-free contacts
(output contacts) via the software-based system.
Blackout test
The blackout test is used to check that the fire control systems will function normally and properly if
the normal power supply (in the building) is disconnected.
Building management system (BMS)
A building management system (BMS) describes all the monitoring, control, regulation and
optimisation equipment used in buildings.
The aim is to carry out functional processes across disciplines automatically in accordance with prespecified setpoints (parameters) or to make their control and/or monitoring easier.
All sensors, actuators, control elements, consumers and other technical units in the building are
interconnected. Processes can be summarised in scenarios.
A characteristic feature is the possible decentralised arrangement of the control units and full and
continuous networking via a communications network or BUS system.
BUS systems
A BUS is a system designed to ensure digital data transmission between automation equipment and
individual or various end devices (field devices) via a shared transmission route (BUS cable).
The end devices are integrated into the shared transmission route (BUS cable) and addressed. Data
are transferred from the automation equipment to the end devices specifically via such addressing.
Collective activations
With collective activation, all fire protection systems and components in buildings and facilities are
essentially simultaneously activated as soon as the fire alarm in the fire detection systems comes on
(automatic activation) or manual activation is carried out. Automatic activation can also occur for
operational reasons based on the scenario in question.
Collective activation with fail-safe
In case of this category, the output contacts of the fire detection systems function with fail-safe. This
means that, in the event of the failure and disconnection of the fire detection systems and an
interruption in communications with the actuator, the output contacts must automatically adopt the
safe switch position (e.g. in case of fire).
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Collective activation without fail-safe
In case of this category, the output contacts of the fire detection systems function without fail-safe and
adopt the switch position for activation of the fire protection system and components only in the event
of a fire alarm.
Control book
The control book contains entries regarding all relevant activities relating to the corresponding fire
safety installations, systems and components (e.g. alarm messages, faults, maintenance work, visual
inspections, functional checks and substantial modifications). Each entry must include at least
information regarding the place, date, reason and activity as well as the surname, first name and
signature of the individual concerned.
In the sense of these guidelines, a control book means any type of documentation similar to a diary
(whether kept in hard-copy or electronic format).
Control panels for fire protection systems and components
The emergency personnel can use the control panels for fire protection systems and components (e.g.
smoke and heat exhaust ventilation systems and pressure differential systems) during any
intervention to influence the operating modes of the individual systems and to ascertain the system
status. In addition, the owners and users can use these control panels to carry out periodic functional
tests on systems and elements.
Control panels are part of fire protection systems and components.
Fail-safe
Fail-safe denotes safety against failures or outages. It is a safety function.
The term is used in these guidelines both for fire protection systems and components and for the
output contacts of fire detection systems:
 Output contacts of fire detection systems with fail-safe (see “Collective activation with failsafe”);
 In the event of a fault (e.g. loss of power supply or control system failure), elements of fire
protection systems and components with fail-safe mechanically adopt a safe position for
the case of fire.
The following are examples of elements of fire protection systems and components with fail-safe:
 Fire dampers (close mechanically);
 Fire doors/gates (close mechanically);
 Escalators and conveyor belts (stop moving);
 Mobile smoke curtain without electric drive (moves mechanically).
The following are examples of fire protection systems and components (i.e. systems and elements)
without fail-safe:
 Natural smoke and heat exhaust ventilation systems;
 Mechanical smoke and heat exhaust ventilation systems;
 Pressure differential systems;
 Firefighter lifts, passenger lifts and goods lifts;
 Pressure-boosting systems for sprinkler systems and internal fire hydrants;
 Smoke extraction dampers;
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 Mobile smoke curtain with electric drive (moves electrically);
 Shading systems in front of air discharge openings.
Fire control systems (FCSs)
Fire control systems ensure the integral interaction of the fire detection systems and the fire protection
systems and components based on the scenario in question for the necessary length of time in order
for the safety and protection goals to be achieved.
Fire control systems comprise all elements from detection through to the fire protection system and
components (including their interfaces, transmission routes and sequence controls).
Fire detection systems
Fire detection systems are systems which identify fires, process that information and activate output
contacts based on the scenario in question.
Fire protection systems and components
Fire protection systems and components are systems or elements which adopt a safe function and/or
position in the event of a fire in order for the safety and protection goals to be achieved.
Essential tasks of fire protection systems and components include:
 Fire compartmentation;
 Activation of smoke management (e.g. smoke control systems);
 Shutdown of lifts and other transportation systems;
 Shutdown of building service installations;
Examples of fire protection systems and components include:
 Fire doors and gates;
 HVAC systems;
 Natural smoke and heat exhaust ventilation systems (NSHEVSs);
 Mechanical smoke and heat exhaust ventilation systems (MSHEVSs);
 Pressure differential systems (PDSs);
 Release (i.e. unlocking) of escape routes;
 Electro-acoustic emergency warning systems / voice alarm systems;
 Lift systems and escalators;
 Car park systems / access systems (barriers, traffic lights and bollards, etc.);
 Voice-controlled information systems (including control system and loudspeakers, etc.);
 Booster pumps (for internal fire hydrants and sprinkler systems);
 Water pump systems (e.g. shaft drainage for firefighter lift);
 Firewater retention.
Freeze function
The freeze function enables output contacts in the fire detection and fire alarm system (fire detection
systems) which are configured with fail-safe to stay in their current position. In the event of an
interruption in communications (line interruption or disconnection of the control unit), the output
contacts remain in the their current position and therefore function without fail-safe. The freeze
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function would (for example in the event of software or firmware updates) enable controlled start-up
of the fire detection and fire alarm system without activation of the fire control system.
NB: The freeze function must not be used with the “with fail-safe” category as the fire control systems
can no longer be activated manually in the event of a fire.
Functional integrity (electrical installations)
Functional integrity means that the energy and/or secondary power supply as well as the transmission
of control and communication signals (transmission routes and sequence controls) for the fire
protection systems and components (i.e. systems and elements) are ensured during a fire for a
specified minimum timeframe.
A cable system with integrated functional integrity consists of cables and wires with functional integrity
(E30 - E90) and tested laying or fixing systems with functional integrity.
Individual test
The individual test (also referred to as “integrated test”) is used to check the functions and
dependencies within each individual discipline (e.g. HVAC systems, smoke and heat exhaust
ventilation systems, pressure differential systems, fire detection and fire alarm systems, and door
systems).
Integral test
The integral test is a cross-system functional check of all sub-sections of the fire control systems
based on the design concept regarding the fire control systems.
Maintenance scheduling
The activities involved in and intervals for the individual cases of maintenance work and/or functional
checks are specified based on the manufacturer’s instructions for the maintenance of individual
systems and/or elements. The intervals for the integral tests are defined based on this basic
information and based on the complexity of the fire safety installations, systems and components as
well on the hazard potential.
Manual activation of fire control systems
Manual activation enables activation of the fire protection systems and components during
disconnection of the fire detection and fire alarm control unit or sections of the fire detection and fire
alarm system (detector groups). Manual activation comprises the control panel and the transmission
routes.
It is essentially equipment which is independent of the fire detection systems and the fire protection
systems and components.
The control panel for manual activation of the fire control systems is intended for instructed persons
(fire wardens) in order to ensure that the safety and protection goals are, to the greatest extent
possible, achieved to an equivalent level in the event of disconnections (fire detection and fire alarm
control unit or detector groups).
Manual for integral tests
The manual describes the process steps involved in the preparation, execution and documentation of
integral tests.
Matrix for fire control systems
The matrix for fire control systems is an overview of all relationships between activation zones (as per
the zone plan) and fire protection systems and components provided in the form of a table. It also
defines the actions involved in the activation of the fire protection systems and components.
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Plan of FCS elements
Layouts with mapped-out elements of the fire protection systems and components.
Remote access and remote requests
Remote access (i.e. remote control) can be used in order to access a system’s control system
externally (i.e. via the Internet). Controls can be carried out, settings can be changed and status
requests can be made (read and write permissions).
Remote requests can be used in order to access a control system externally (i.e. via the Internet).
Only status requests can be made (read permissions).
Scenarios
These define the relationship between the activation zones and the positions and/or functions of the
fire protection systems and components. This is represented in the matrix for fire control systems.
Selective activations
With selective activation, the fire protection systems and components in buildings and facilities are
activated based on the scenario in question as soon as a fire alarm in the fire detection systems comes
on. Manual activation is also carried out based on the scenario in question.
In the case of this category, the output contacts of the fire detection systems function without fail-safe
and adopt the switch position for activation of the fire protection system and components only in the
event of a fire alarm.
Sequence controls (SCs)
Where fire protection systems and components have their own control system, the elements and
transmission routes activated by this control system are identified as sequence controls.
Single activation systems
The single activation system for fire and smoke barriers consists of at least two smoke detectors which
are independent of the fire detection and fire alarm system and are positioned in the two adjacent fire
and/or smoke compartments immediately next to the fire protection system and components. The
smoke detectors activate the fire protection system and components directly or via a control unit.
Approved systems can be used for activation (e.g. door closers with an integrated tripping device)
instead of individual smoke detectors.
Single activation systems are used where fire protection systems and components are located outside
of the monitoring range or the building does not have a fire detection and fire alarm system (e.g. fire
and smoke barriers which are kept open for operational reasons but automatically close in the event
of a fire and/or HVAC systems which must be disconnected).
Software-based systems
Software-based systems in the sense of this Fire Safety Guideline are deemed to mean systems
whereby control or regulation is not carried out exclusively via conventional relay controls but via
software-based automation equipment.
Such systems are used in the building management system (BMS) and are essentially divided into
three levels: the management or control level, the automation level and the field level.
Software-based systems normally consist of automation equipment (e. g. direct digital control building
management system), combinations of switching devices, field devices (e.g. sensors and actuators),
room automation system, cabling and bus systems, servers and gateways as well as management
and control equipment (software for visualising information).
Most software-based systems which are used in building management systems (BMSs) are
manufacturer-specific systems and normally do not have a system audit in accordance with SN EN 54.
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Fire detection and fire alarm systems are also software-based systems but do have a system audit in
accordance with SN EN 54-13 (safety systems).
Transmission routes
Transmission routes are the electrical connection lines between the individual elements across all
sub-sections of the fire control systems.
Transmission routes can be used as an energy supply and/or for activation (e.g. signal transmission
to input contacts and/or signal transmission to actuators) of the individual elements.
Transmission routes can be designed as conventional wire connections, as independent softwarebased systems (e.g. automation equipment with BUS systems; elements of fire detection and fire
alarm systems) and as a combination of both versions (e.g. programmable logic controllers (PLCs)).
Visual inspections and functional checks
During the visual inspection, the condition of individual elements of all sub-sections of the fire control
systems is visually checked.
During the functional check, individual elements of all sub-sections of the fire control systems
(regardless of any higher-level interaction) are checked to ensure that they are functioning correctly.
Zone plan
The zone plan is a graphic illustration containing the activation zones. The fire protection systems and
components (labelled for ease of identification) may also be integrated into the zone plans provided
that they can be clearly illustrated.
In the case of the “Selective activation” category, the activation zones for manual activation are
depicted on separate zone plans. These zone plans help the fire wardens to assign the control
elements for manual activation.
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Manual activation of the fire control systems in the
event of disconnected detector group via manual
fire alarm switch on separate line (loop)

Automatic activation of the fire control systems in
the event of the disconnection of the fire detection
and fire alarm control unit
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Work on the fire detection and fire alarm system may cause disruptions to operations. This category should be used only with the approval of the
owners/users.

Separate manual activation which is independent of the fire detection systems and the fire protection systems and components is not required. All of the buildings
fire protection systems and components must be activated simultaneously via the manual fire alarm switch (separate loop).

In the case of automatic activation, zone/scenario-dependent activation of the fire protection systems and components is permitted.

Link to section

In the case of the “Collective activation with fail-safe” category, all output contacts of the fire detection systems must function with fail-safe. This means that,
in the event of an interruption in communications (e.g. line interruption, failure or disconnection of the fire detection and fire alarm control unit), the output contact
must automatically adopt the switch position for the activation of the fire protection systems and components. Whilst work is being carried out on the fire detection
and fire alarm system, the output contacts must not be deactivated (no freeze function).

Automatic activation of fire control systems via fire
detectors
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5.1 Category: Collective activation with fail-safe 

Manual activation of fire control systems in the event
of disconnected detector group via separate manual
activation

Manual activation of fire control systems in the
event of disconnected fire detection and fire alarm
control unit via separate manual activation

Separate manual activation which is independent of the fire detection systems and the fire protection systems and components is required. All of the buildings fire
protection systems and components must be activated simultaneously.

In the case of automatic activation, zone/scenario-dependent activation of the fire protection systems and components is permitted.

In the case of the “Collective activation without fail-safe” category, the output contacts of the fire detection systems must function without fail-safe. This means
that, in the event of an interruption in communications (e.g. line interruption, failure or disconnection of the fire detection and fire alarm control unit), the output
contacts remain in their current switch position.

Automatic activation of fire control systems via fire
detectors
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Link to section 5.1 Category: Collective activation without fail-safe 
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Manual activation of fire control systems in the
event of disconnected detector group via separate
manual activation

Manual activation of fire control systems in the
event of disconnected fire detection and fire alarm
control unit via separate manual activation

the activation of the fire protection systems and components based on the scenario in question is crucial for the specified safety and protection goals,
planning goals and performance criteria to be achieved
activation of the fire protection systems and components based on the scenario in question is required for operational reasons

Separate manual activation which is independent of the fire detection systems and the fire protection systems and components is required. Manual
activation must also be designed based on the scenario in question.

In the case of this category, the output contacts of the fire detection systems must function without fail-safe. This means that, in the event of an interruption
in communications (e.g. line interruption, failure or disconnection of the fire detection and fire alarm control unit), the output contacts remain in their current
switch position.

-

-

This category must be used if:

In the case of the “Selective activation” category, the fire protection systems and components must be activated based on the scenario in question as
soon as an alarm in the fire detection and fire alarm control unit comes on.

Automatic activation of fire control systems via
fire detectors
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Link to section 6.2 Planning (Swiss Society of Engineers and Architects (SIA) phase 3)
Example of content of a design concept regarding the fire control systems:
Content requirements

Comments



1

̶

Name of the property, address, postcode/town/city
̶

Insurance policy No, land registry No







Title page

2
3

Summary
Binding declaration

4
5

Contents
Principles / basic parameters

̶ Client, owners
Short summary
Signature of the Fire Control Systems Overall Manager and the
Fire Safety Quality Assurance Manager. Owners and expert
designers also recommended.
Table of contents and figures, references
Date and version of the documentation submitted
̶

̶

Mention of the approved design concept regarding fire
safety (author, name of design concept, date and version)
Mention of other relevant design concepts (e.g. design
concepts regarding evacuation, operation and usage)
(author, name of design concept, date and version)
Mention of relevant design concepts for fire protection
systems and components (e.g. PDS and SHEVS)
(author, name of design concept, date and version)
Monitoring range of FDAS / Protection range of SS
Activation via 1 or 2 detector criteria
̶

etc.
̶

Fire Control Systems Overall Manager
̶

Relevant individuals involved, institutions
̶

Areas of responsibility, interfaces and system boundaries of
the individual disciplines
System schematic for automatic and manual activation

̶

̶

̶
̶

6

7

Areas of responsibility / remits

̶

System schematic
̶
̶

Locations of control cabinets, switch cabinets, control
panels, actuators and storey distribution boards, etc.
System guidelines (e.g. relay/contactor control, PLC, BUS
system)

8

9
10

̶

Collective activation with fail-safe 
̶

Collective activation without fail-safe 
̶

Selective activation

Fire control system category

Activation zones
Alarm / fault reports



Zone plans with activation zones
Alarm criteria (FDAS, SS, start-up criteria)
Fire fighter access point (location of fire service control panels,
visual alarm devices (flashing lights))
Internal and external alarm (automatic/manual)

11
12

Broad matrix regarding fire
control systems
Fire detection systems

Fault reports (reception centre)
Broad assignment of the activation zones to the fire protection
systems and components (where known)
Essential requirements regarding electrical installations
(transmission routes) such as
̶ Loops and/or spur lines, functional integrity
̶

13

Fire protection systems and
components

Wire routing within the monitoring range

Installation site of control units, intermediate distribution
frames, actuators and control panels
Essential requirements regarding electrical installations
(transmission routes) such as
̶ Loops and/or spur lines, functional integrity
̶

Wire routing (where relevant)

Installation site of control cabinets, storey distribution boards
and actuators
Control panels (requirements in terms of fire fighter control
system, functional checks by the owners)
Specific requirements regarding elements of fire protection
systems and components (e.g. drive of air vent openings in
façades, end contacts for status monitoring)

Content requirements

Comments
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Automatic activation

Essential requirements regarding electrical installations
(transmission routes) such as
̶ Loops and/or spur lines, functional integrity
̶

15

Manual activation
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Wire routing (where relevant)

Software-based systems (e.g. PLC and BUS)
Essential requirements regarding electrical installations
(transmission routes) such as
̶ Loops and/or spur lines, functional integrity
̶ Wire routing (where relevant)
Software-based systems (e.g. FDAS, PLC, BUS and BMS)
Control panels (requirements)

16

Integral tests

Define prerequisites (e.g. individual disciplines approved by
the relevant expert designer)
Estimate/state required timeframe
Areas of responsibility for design and execution

17
18

28

Documentation regarding fire
control systems
Special solutions

Areas of responsibility for creation and continuous adaptation
Evidence of equivalence of special solutions in the case of
transmission routes and sequence controls (e.g. softwarebased solutions and fibre-optic links)














